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The Training & Placement Officer
Punjabi University
Patiala.

Respected Sir,

As per the discussion, we are immensely pleased to propose our Campus Placement Drive Proposal for courses namely Btech (CSE, ECE), Mtech (CSE) & MCA Final Year students on 9th Oct, 2018.

Solitaire Infosys Private Limited (SIPL)

Solitaire Infosys Private Limited (SIPL) is a global IT solutions provider company with extensive workforce of efficient employees. We offer complete cycle of IT services in the domains of Software Development, Web-based Technologies and Internet Marketing.

Our quality as well as business-driven advent distinguishes us from conventional web design companies. Being a pioneer website design & development company, we don’t just deliver the job—we deliver it keeping in mind the best for your company. And this might be the reason that brings clients back to us again and again.

SIPL Emphasis On:
The Service: We value our relationships with our consumers and we have embellished ourselves by rendering above average service.

The Professionalism: A web Application that looks incredible conveys a professional view of your business and would really exhibit for you.

The Technology: A website that will have good technicality, designing and developing professional who will make the websites ranging from a simple place holder to dynamic database driven web sites.
Our Objective

We aim to push our limits and accomplish beyond the definition of success at the same time redefining excellence with every step and endeavor we undertake. We believe in the power of a bond that we build with our clients and the power of people that are connected by the wonders of technology. We are driven by our beliefs and principles that have helped us touch and impact lives of the people working with us and the people we proudly serve. Our objective is to bring together people with diverse opinions and point of views to generate new possibilities and opportunities by turning the potential of technology into evocative solutions.

What we do

At Solitaire Infosys, we work with enhanced and smart strategies to build and deliver the most robust, flexible and sophisticated solutions and services for our clients. We have over time extended our expertise to a multitude of IT services with an innovative approach to cater to and engage with the growing and changing market trends. Our high end services extend from building your business online from a scratch with the most promising and pioneering technologies and hands on solutions, to maintaining and upholding your business models for a long term and ever growing revenue as well as reputation. We function while collaborating with our clients to generate comprehensive strategies to capitalize on our cutting-edge applications.

The wide band of our services hoists the flagship of many accolades. We serve with par excellence in the following spheres of technology and business:

∑ **Website Design:** A website not only represents your business on the digital front but also operates as a facet for your business to draw clients with a design and interface that speaks of your take on technology. We at solitaire ensure to create a lasting impact through the website design. Our expert team of skilled designers understands the link between users and the interface and the value of branding and its connection with design. We excel in developing the most efficiently designed websites using flash and 3D animation along with logo and branding design that engage users at an emotional level.

∑ **Web Development:** We ascertain to make your business visible and acknowledged on the web through our efforts and expertise in Web development technologies which include PHP Development, CMS Development, .Net and E-commerce Development. Our proficient team of developers strive o provide comprehensive and resourceful web solutions to grow your business on the web.
∑ Mobile Applications: With almost the whole world operating now through Smart phones and mobile applications, if you believe Mobile application is the next step to bring your business to your targeted customers then we have can turn your beliefs into reality. Being an innovation-driven family of bright minds, we seek and deliver reliable and out-of-the-box ideas for robust and new age mobile applications. Our flexible mobile application technologies include Unity 3D gaming Apps, Cross-platform Mobile Development using Phone Gap along with the native Android, I Phone and Windows Mobile Applications.

∑ Digital Marketing: When your business goes digital and online then the need to market it and sell services and products online is a major concern which requires unique and cost effective solutions. Our Digital Marketing services assure an amplified and unparalleled success rate for your business online. Using the most creative ideologies and technologies to present business in Digital Media Ecosystems. We promote and enhance branding strategies through streamlined content generation and its seamless distribution on multiple media channels. Our customized Digital Marketing solutions include:
  o Search Engine Optimization, SEO
  o Social Media Optimization, SMO
  o Pay per Click, PPC
  o Email Marketing

∑ Maintenance: We not only build and develop but we assure sustainability of your systems. We leverage our clients to enjoy a solo maintenance account to avoid the frustration and hassle of handling costly and nerve wrecking crash downs and problems. We at Solitaire provide you the best possible maintenance solutions using excellent maintenance tools to update, enhance and repair your digital accounts and websites. We offer a host of maintenance services including:
  o ERP Maintenance
  o CMS Maintenance
  o App Maintenance
  o Web Maintenance
Technologies we use
Role in Education

At Solitaire Infosys we believe to work and strive to make the world a better place by putting in efforts in every little and major way possible. To achieve our societal goals at large we conceived a dream to propagate and inculcate knowledge offering the best level of educational programs to the aspiring youth of nation. With a vision to attain global success we believe and work hard to reach the heights of success with pioneering and brilliant young ideas with the potential to bring in the wave of change and advancement. With this secular belief we have extended our footing into the sphere of education to deliver high quality and substantial educational and skill enhancement programs for the young entrepreneurs and innovators. At Solitaire Infosys we value the learning process and reputed Educational institutes all across northern India.

The value of Learning Process

Today, with every process going digital the learning process too has advanced and reached new limits with online study and certification programs providing customized learning solutions. We as a Professional training center prepare candidates for the corporate society and work environments to achieve personal as well as organizational goals. We offer unique learning process which is valued by for their comprehensive approach and relevance to the real world statistics. We aim and work hard to deliver knowledge at its best in order to encourage individual skill set that helps the candidate to capitalize technology through the learning process.

Transformed Learning Process

At Solitaire, we provide renewed and transformed learning process through effective utilization of digital work environments which enhance the learning process through content and virtual strategies. We let the candidates experience a healthy corporate ecosystem for learning the relative functionalities of the subject opted for certification. Working on diverse range of technologies we offer the aspiring candidates a vital opportunity to inculcate and develop an aptitude for the technologies.

We train and prepare candidates for competent profiles using the most robust and accurate strategies to assess and evaluate the progress of candidates throughout the propagation of the respective skill development program.
Recruitment Process

Job Description

Recruiting young professionals from various streams of engineering i.e. Btech (CSE, ECE), Mtech (CSE) & MCA Final Year with an aggregate of 60% throughout.

Work Location: Mohali
Industry: IT
Shift: Day/Night
Package Offered: Up to 3 L.P.A
Internship: 6 months internship is mandatory
Employment: Full time/Permanent
Openings: 8-10 Vacancies (totally depend upon technical abilities)
Candidate Required: Minimum 100 students.

KRA’s of New Recruits:

∑ This position will be involved in all phases of product development from review of functional specifications through assisting with test plans and final delivery into Production. Designing, coding and debugging applications in various software languages.
∑ Doing bids for various projects of asp.net/php/mobile apps on various bidding portal like Freelancer, Up work etc. and proper interaction with clients. Gathering market and customer information, Responsible for networking with major industry players, identifying the corporate client, Full life cycle application development.

Eligible ones should have:

∑ Sound fundamentals of programming, C and C++
∑ Knowledge of applying technology to solve a problem based on case studies
∑ No Backlogs
∑ Excellent Communication Skills written and verbal.
∑ Knowledge of basic set of tools and languages
∑ Innovative self-starter approach to help drive. (As it shoulders the responsibility of grooming new recruits into project ready professionals for immediate deployment on projects)
Solitaire Infosys is hiring Fresh Talent/Young Professionals from Btech (CSE/ECE), Mtech (CSE) & MCA Final Year Students.

Here is our Recruitment Process.

∑ Critical Reasoning (40 Min)
∑ Psychometric Test (12 Min)
∑ Technical Written (1 Hour)
∑ MR (In Company)
∑ HR (In Company)

Entry in HR Round along with the documents-10th or 12th mark sheet, one DMC, college ID card, two passport size photographs.
Our Customers

440 Auto Sales
ASA Property Services
Bexor
Publist

CarShare
Consumer Credit Reporting Company
Scarecrow Visual Effects

ExpressPrint
Fresh Strawberry
Crew Bean
Career View

DunguBook
Square One IT
Supplement Reviews

Expert Plumbing & Rooter, Inc.
SBR
4th NGoal

OneMarket
Max MSG
Exchange

Active Life Castle
Paint Perfection
Pass On Love The
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"Good guy, Very happy to work with him. Perfect work done! I will hire him for add other features to my Site"

Min Sun

"They are great persons to deal with and took the time to guide me throughout the whole process. cannot go wrong with this guy. Highly recommend."

Christian Noah

"Had a great experience with this freelancer, great work was done. When I showed it to my Team they were very impressed! Thank you!"

Diana Brown

"Did great work constructing a website from scratch, There were no problems throughout contract, would definitely recommend to Others

S Burac"